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Reflecting on 40 years
of Working for Namibia
The next ten years: 1996 - 2006
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Rössing, the difficult early 90s
and Y2K . . .

2003 . . .
May:
The Rössing Intranet is
launched to pave the
way for quick access to
information.

Front page photo: Celebrations in the open pit when Rössing turned 20 years in 1996.
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“1996 saw significant
increases in sales
and production at
Rössing whilst further
improvements in unit
cost performance
and productivities
contributed to an
improved financial
performance.”
- Andrew Hope, MD
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1999 . . .

DID YOU KNOW?
The MUN has its
roots at Rössing.
Read more on
page 13

1998 . . .
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Andrew Hope

David Smith

David Salisbury

The first three
Rössing managing
directors of the
new millennium
- Andrew Hope,
David Smith and
David Salisbury
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2000 - 2004: Hard times for
Rössing
There was very little that
Rössing could do about the
international spot prices
for uranium at the time but
watch, wait - and hope. Rising
international oil prices held
out some positive prospects
for an improvement in the
price for uranium oxide, but
even when the cost of oil rose
to over $50 a barrel in 2002,
uranium prices only fluttered.
Worse yet, the high oil prices
in fact drove up the cost of
operations, necessitating ever
more belt-tightening at the
Mine.
Elsewhere in the uranium mining
industry, mines were being closed
down one after the other, but
Rössing persevered, hoping that
the market would eventually
improve and save their by then
25-year-old operation. Costsaving programmes throughout
the tough 1990s meant that
the mine was able to overcome
most of the economic challenges
of the time. But in 2001, the
international commodity price
for uranium hit rock-bottom, at
$7 per pound. This was lower
than even the 1992 levels and,
combined with ever-rising costs
due to fuel price increases, meant
major trouble for the mine’s
future.
Being the fourth-largest of its kind
in the world (at the time), Rössing
constitutes a low-grade deposit.
It could, therefore, remain an
economically marginal operation
by maintaining relatively high
volumes of production. Once
prices started declining in the
early 1990s, the mine had cut so
far back on production that, by
1997, it was only running at twothirds of its capacity.

The Mine implemented a costcutting exercise, but in spite of
these measures, rising operational
costs meant that losses kept
mounting. Faced with another
decade of depressed mining
conditions, RTZ took a hard
decision in 2004: the Rössing
Uranium Mine would close down
by 2009, bringing 33 years of
continuous mining operations
to an end. The decision rattled
through the local business
community like a seismic shock.
Although the mine had been
disposing of all the non-core
assets it could over for the ten
years up that point, and had cut
back the working force to a bare
minimum, it had always hoped
that there would somehow be a
recovery to its glory days, when
Rössing had been a byword for
progress.
Another sign of the times
was a decision by the Rössing
Foundation to reduce the
overall staff complement and
downsize the Foundation Head
Office at the Khomasdal Adult
Education Centre in particular.
With the Foundation’s work now
concentrated in the Erongo and
north-central regions, the Centre
was felt to have outlived its
purpose. Following negotiations
with the Department of Adult
Education, a decision was taken in
early 2005 to sell the Foundation’s
former flagship premises to the
State for N$12 million. The
Foundation’s Head Office staff now reduced to a mere handful were relocated to smaller offices
at 360 Sam Nujoma Drive in
Klein Windhoek, opposite the St
Paul’s High School. Nonetheless,
the Khomasdal Adult Education
Centre continued to play a key
role in training marginalised
Namibians. Today it is the
home of the Namibia Training
Authority (NTA).

DID YOU KNOW?
Rössing’s current
life-of-mine is
2025

2005 . . .
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Our history in photos
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1998 . . .

1996 - 2006

96 . . .

1999 . . .

2003 . . .

2006 . . .

2003 . . .

2006 . . .
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1994 . . .
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Check it out!
1993. . .

1997. . .

1992. . .

DID YOU KNOW?

We were the first
industrial user
in Namibia of
environmentally
friendly unleaded
petrol

1997. . .

1998. . .
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Amazing mining record
set in 1993 . . .

The Rössing HSE Reps of 2001 pictured on site with the managing director at the time - David Salisbury (front row, third from the
right). To the MD’s immediate left is John Mootseng, current shift controller in the Processing plant. On the far right is Paul Rooi previous HSE manager at the mine.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Daniel Utapi Muhuura (in top left photo as well) is a
former mayor of Arandis. His last term as mayor of our
neighbouring town ended in 2015.
DID YOU KNOW?
Rössing once
sponsored
a rhino!

2006 . . .
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Peer educator training
in 2001.
Is that Susan* I spot in
the middle . . . ?
*Susan Labuschagne
is Rössing’s current
superintendent Health
Management
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Y2K . . .why the fuss?
1998 . . .

DID YOU KNOW?
The Y2K fuss began years ahead of
the date in question. Back in 1998,
the phrase “Y2K” (that’s for “year
two thousand”) first appeared in
TIME in a story that explained the
problem as this: “The bug at the
center of the Year 2000 mess is
fairly simple. In what’s proving to
be a shortsighted shortcut, many
system programmers set aside only
two digits to denote the year in
dates, as in 06/15/98 rather than
06/15/1998. Trouble is, when the
computer’s clock strikes 2000, the
math can get screwy. Date-based
equations like 98 – 97 = 1 become
00 – 97 = -97. That can prompt
some computers to do the wrong
thing and stop others from doing
anything at all.”
Though most prognosticators
cautioned that the necessary
programs would get fixed in time,
the fear of a fallout was still scary
enough for TIME to put the hysteria
on its cover in January of 1999
under the headline The End of the
World!?!
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. . . to 1987
and the
birth of a
union!

INTERESTING FACT:
The current Mineworkers Union, Rössing branch chairperson, Abiud Kapere, is the son of
Asser Kuveri Kapere - former president of the same union in Namibia. Asser is also the former
chairperson of the National Council of the country as well as a former Rössing employee.
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Guess the correct identities of all these (current) Rössing employees
and win a brand new Rössing sport shirt and cap! Email your answer to:

rul.communications@riotinto.com
Winners will be drawn on Thursday, 23 June 2016.
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Superintendent:
Load & Haul

DID YOU KNOW?
The Omba Arts Trust
was established by the
Rössing Foundation in
2004. Then followed
the development of the
Namibia Crafts Centre
in Windhoek as an
independent, non-profit
organisation.

DID YOU KNOW?

Tell us your story
Do you have a Rössing story to tell? Whether you're a current or former employee, we would love to
hear from you!
If you have photos or memories to share, please get in touch: rul.communications@riotinto.com /
botha.ellis@riotinto.com / alwyn.lubbe@riotinto.com / Tel: 064 - 520 2426 / 2436 / Fax: 064 - 520
1506

